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Any Future for Loss-Leader Lab Pricing?
OUTSIDE OFCALIFORNIA, few pathologists or laboratory administrators are aware
of the unfolding enforcement campaign that was initiated by the state’s Medi-
Cal program. At issue is a decades-long practice of offering providers low labo-
ratory test prices—in some cases well below the Medi-Cal fee schedule.
You may say, “what’s the big deal?”, since, for years, you’ve seen public

laboratory companies in many other states give similar rock-bottom prices
to providers and payers that are also much less than the Medicare Part B lab
test fee schedule and/or local Medicaid fees.
Well, in California, the big deal is that the CaliforniaDepartment of Health

Care Services (DHCS) is now in the midst of enforcing its interpretation of a
40-year-old state law, section 51501(a), that deals with the issue of laboratories
passing low prices to providers, but not passing those same lab prices to Medi-
Cal, the state’s Medicaid program. I will leave it to you to read this special issue
of THE DARK REPORT and make up your own mind as to whether DHCS or the
laboratory companies have the strongest legal position.
And this brings me back to my starting point. Once you read about the

details of this unexpected enforcement campaign of California state law, I’d
like you to ponder this question: If many state Medicaid programs are at the
brink of insolvency, and if the federal Medicare program is outspending rev-
enue, then how much longer will deep-discounting lab test price arrange-
ments continue before catching the attention of government health program
administrators? Can the lab industry defend a situation where a profitable
big laboratory gives a below-cost test price of, say, $2 to a client, then turns
around and bills the federal/state health program the full fee-for-service
price of $10 or $20, on a patient seen in the same doctor’s office, no less!
I would further observe that the financial times in 2011 are much different

than in 2000 and 2005. Government health programs are desperate to find the
money needed to fund theirmission.With that inmind, allowme to ask you this
question: If you were in Las Vegas at the oddsmaker’s desk, would you bet your
ownmoney that, in five years, government health planswill still allow labs to give
providers discounted prices that are less thanMedicare andMedicaid fees, while
not also passing those same low prices along to theMedicare andMedicaid pro-
grams? If you wouldn’t make that bet, you may be acknowledging that loss-
leader pricing for lab tests doesn’t have much of a future. TDR
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Discounted Lab Prices
Become Issue in California
kLow prices for lab tests come under scrutiny
of regulators at both the state and federal level

kkCEO SUMMARY: For decades, California’s lab testing market
has been considered the Wild West because clinical lab compa-
nies have felt relatively free to offer deeply-discounted prices to
expand market share and take business away from competitors.
Now these discounted pricing practices are being scrutinized by
no less than three government bodies. First came a whistle-
blower lawsuit still winding through a state court. Next were
Medi-Cal officials and then it was the Federal Trade Commission.
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INCALIFORNIA, THREE UNRELATED ACTIONSby three different government regulatory
bodies may soon unleash disruptive

forces on the Golden State’s intensely com-
petitive market for lab testing services.
At the core of the three government

agencies’ concerns is the widespread prac-
tice of offering deeply-discounted lab test
prices to selected physicians, private
payers, and other providers as a way to
win business from competing laboratory
companies.
Three government agencies are now

separately reviewing the marketing prac-
tices of medical laboratories in
California—for different regulatory rea-
sons. But one common theme in these
government reviews is the practice of clin-
ical laboratory companies using low lab
test prices as a marketing tool to gain new
clients and expand market share.

There is a high probability that the
regulatory decisions that result from these
government agencies will end up trigger-
ing major changes in how and when labo-
ratory testing companies can offer private
providers a price for lab tests which is
lower than these labs charge government
health programs like Medi-Cal.
For this reason, this entire issue of THE

DARK REPORT is devoted to the events now
unfolding in California. Pathologists and
laboratory administrators working in
other states are generally unaware of the
details about these developments.
The significance of these regulatory

events should not be underestimated.
Clients and regular readers of THE DARK
REPORT are encouraged to make their own
informed analysis of each government
body’s interest in enforcing a laboratory
industry activity that incorporates the use of
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deeply-discounted lab test pricing for mar-
keting purposes. Such an analysis points to a
primary conclusion that, within California,
there are likely to be important changes in
how state healthcare officials interpret and
enforce existing statutes that govern how a
lab can offer lower test prices to a provider
than it charges to the Medi-Cal program.

kCalifornia State Court Case
The first threat to current lab pricing
practices is a whistleblower case in a state
court that could result in a decision or set-
tlement that alters existing lab industry
marketing practices in situations where
labs offer providers lab test prices that are
less thanwhat the same labs chargeMedi-Cal.
Then, at the beginning of the summer,

the California Department of Health
Care Services (DHCS) initiated an unex-
pected and aggressive new enforcement
program to address its interpretation of
the state statute that deals with the issue of
low prices for laboratory tests (and other
health services) that are less than the
provider charges to the state Medicaid
program. This enforcement program goes
further than any previous lab price
enforcement effort by DHCS.
Meanwhile, early this December, the

Federal Trade Commission (FTC) formally
challenged the acquisition of Westcliff
Medical Laboratories, Inc., in Santa Ana,
California, by Laboratory Corporation of
America. The FTC stated that its concerns
were about market concentration.

kLab Test Prices Play A Role
But, a closer reading of the FTC’s analysis
of the downstream market consequences
of the acquisition is a concern that the
new owner would raise lab test prices
from current levels. The FTC notes that
this would be negative for the public
health clinics, IPAs, and other providers
that benefit from lower lab test pricing.
THE DARK REPORT is the first lab indus-

try publication to identify the common
theme of deeply-discounted lab test prices

that is central to the issues now in front of
these three different government bodies. If
just one of these agencies successfully pre-
vails in issuing a ruling against current mar-
keting practices for pricing lab tests, that
would alter the ability of labs to offer deeply-
discounted lab prices to favored customers.
Such a ruling would likely trigger signif-

icant disruption to California’s competitive
market for lab testing services. There would
be new winners and losers among the labs
operating in the Golden State.
A word of warning before reading fur-

ther. Government bodies with enforcement
and regulatory powers are tackling a lab
industry marketing practice that is contro-
versial evenwithin the laboratory profession.
Lab executives, attorneys, providers, payers,
and government health program regulators
will line up on opposing sides of this issue.

kInterpreting Existing Laws
Each party will put forth compelling argu-
ments that favor their interpretation of laws
that govern lab test marketing practices.
However, it is judges, elected officials, and
regulatory agencies with the raw power to
effect their interpretation of the law. That is,
at least until a state legislature or Congress
steps in and passes a new law that overturns
a regulatory practice or clarifies the law in
response to an unpopular court ruling.
The point here is that an impassioned

debate about the legitimate use of deeply-
discounted laboratory test prices is about
to take place in California. It will be an
emotionally-charged debate because an
interesting mix of healthcare stakeholders
will all stand to win or lose.
In the intelligence briefings which fol-

low, THE DARK REPORt provides informa-
tion and perspectives about these
unfolding events. Because of the billions
of dollars at stake, high-powered legal
teams on both sides of the low price issue
will be earnestly working to see that their
clients’ interests prevail in whatever deci-
sions are made by the courts and govern-
ment regulators. TDR
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Medi-Cal Gets Tough
on Low Lab Test Prices
kThis summer, state Medi-Cal officials targeted
up to 30 labs for immediate suspension & restitution

kkCEO SUMMARY: This may be themost significant lab indus-
try story of 2010,which has gone unreported until now. Starting
in June and July, California’s Department of Health Care
Services determined that between 10 and 30 labs had submit-
ted what the agency considers to be false claims. It sent out
letters to these labs to notify them that they were suspended
from the Medi-Cal program. It has since softened that stance,
but in September, the agency sent letters to asmany as 300 lab-
oratories requiring them to self-audit their Medi-Cal claims.

ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS by California’s
Medi-Cal program that were both
unannounced and uneven have

roiled the competitive marketplace for
laboratory testing in the Golden State.
Upset owners of lab testing companies
singled out for enforcement action have
even complained to elected officials.
At the core of this issue is the fact that

California’s Department of Health Care
Services (DHCS), beginning this summer,
singled out between 10 and 30 California
laboratory companies for submitting what
the state’s Medicaid agency asserts are
fraudulent claims because they were
priced in violation of California state law.

kAllegations Of False Claims
DHCS sent letters to these labs informing
them of its decision on the alleged false
claims, along with notice that it had
immediately stopped Medi-Cal reim-
bursement payments to these laboratories
and was suspending their Medi-Cal
licenses.
Meanwhile, the majority of the state’s

laboratory companies continued business

as usual, offering the same competitive lab
test pricing as the handful of labs that had
received the Medi-Cal enforcement and
suspension letters from DHCS.
This inequity in enforcement action

was quickly recognized by those lab com-
panies whose Medi-Cal payments and
licenses had been suspended by DHCS. It
put these laboratories at a competitive dis-
advantage in the day-to-day conduct of
their business and raised a host of legal
issues.
Of interest for the entire laboratory

industry: did DHCS follow due process of
law when it singled out the first 10 to 30
laboratory companies and sent them a let-
ter with the notice that it was immediately
withholding all Medi-Cal payments to
that laboratory, as well as suspending its
Medi-Cal license? Were these laboratory
companies getting equal treatment under
the law, relative to all the laboratories
operating in California that extend similar
low lab test prices to clients?
Apparently, in response to the prob-

lems caused for the handful of labs
unlucky enough to be singled out for
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immediate suspension of Medi-Cal pay-
ments and licenses, DHCS has stayed the
suspensions of those laboratories.
However, DHCS still had the problem

of selective enforcement, since it targeted
only between 10 and 30 laboratories in the
state for audits and suspension. That may
be why, in September, DHCS next mailed
out letters to most other laboratories in
California directing them to conduct a self-
audit of Medi-Cal claims submitted
between July 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009.
DHCS told the labs receiving the letter

that failure to conduct the self-audit could
lead to sanctions that could involve sus-
pension from the Medi-Cal program. In
its letters, DHCS describes this enforce-
ment program as the “DHCS Laboratory
Price Sweeps Special Project.”
DHCS said the mandatory self-audit

was “to ensure compliance with
California Code of Regulations (CCR),
Title 22, section 51501(a), which states in
part, ‘Notwithstanding any other provi-
sions of these regulations, no provider
shall charge for any service or any article
more than would have been charged for
the same service or article to other pur-
chasers of comparable services or articles
under comparable circumstances...’”

kNational Labs Were Audited
Both Laboratory Corporation of
America and Quest Diagnostics
Incorporated have disclosed in their
respective public filings that, in the third
quarter of 2010, each laboratory company
was audited by the Department of Health
Care Services. (See sidebar on page 11.) It
is not known whether DHCS initially sus-
pended Medi-Cal payments and the
Medi-Cal licenses of either national lab
company after it completed its audits.
LabCorp and Quest Diagnostics are

currently defendants in a qui tam lawsuit
in California. The plaintiffs charge that,
dating back to 1995, seven laboratories
filed Medi-Cal false claims that violated
California’s 51501(a) statute. Trials in this

lawsuit for LabCorp and Quest
Diagnostics are scheduled to commence
during 2011. (See TDR, April 9, 2010.)
Both the set of letters sent to the 10 to

30 laboratories earlier in the summer, and
the subsequent set of letters sent out this
fall, were signed by Jan Inglish, N.P.,
Chief, Medical Review Branch, Audits &
Investigations at DHCS. People involved
in negotiations say that Inglish had a pri-
mary role on behalf of DHCS during
meetings this summer between DHCS
and the laboratories facing immediate
suspension from the Medi-Cal program.
When the first DHCS letters announc-

ing the suspension of Medi-Cal payments
and licenses were delivered to between 10
and 30 labs in June and July, no laboratory
executives with knowledge of this situa-
tion were willing to talk publicly about
this matter.

kFollow-Up To DHCS Letters
Since each lab was in negotiations with
DHCS on a possible settlement, no lab
executive wanted to be first to criticize
the manner in which DHCS was conduct-
ing audits to determine instances of
fraudulent claims, and then suspending
Medi-Cal payments and licenses of the
audited laboratories.
The reluctance of clinical laboratory

executives to make public statements was
understandable. When the DHCS letter
arrived at a targeted lab, that laboratory
was faced with four major issues.
First, DHCS was “(1) temporarily

withholding 100 percent of payment to
you, effective the date of this letter.” This
denied payment to the laboratory for all
Medi-Cal claims currently in the pipeline
for reimbursement. The DHCS action was
a serious blow to the lab company’s cash
flow, particularly if it served a high pro-
portion of Medi-Cal patients. It would
also further undermine the ongoing
financial stability of the laboratory.
Second, DHCS was “(2) temporarily

suspending and deactivating your Medi-
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Cal provider number and National
Provider Identifier (NPI) number, effective
[on a date 15 days from the date of the let-
ter].” This enforcement action meant that
the laboratory would be unable to handle
Medi-Cal specimens from its clients, even
as it continued performing work for private
pay patients. That would create an immedi-
ate competitive disadvantage with the tar-
geted lab’s client physicians.
Third, the DHCS letters typically

stated in direct language that the depart-
ment had determined that the laboratory
was guilty of submitting false claims.

kFalse Claims Defined
Here is how DHCS explained its findings
of false claims to one laboratory that had
its Medi-Cal payments withheld:

[Name deleted] Lab routinely sub-
mitted false claims to the Medi-Cal pro-
gram by misrepresenting that the
amount that they charged to the Medi-
Cal program was not more than what
[name deleted] Lab charged to other
payor types for the same service as per
California Code of Regulation, Title 22,
section (22 CCR §) 51501, which states in
part, “(a) Not withstanding any other
provisions of these regulations, no
provider shall charge for any service or
any article more than would have been
charged for the same service or article to
other purchasers of comparable services
or articles under comparable circum-
stances...” This was evidenced by a
review of invoices for private pay patients
that were obtained from [name deleted]
Lab and/or its referring providers.
In another part of the letter, DHCS

reinforces its decision about false claims
by writing that “The evidence set out
above, which includes evidence of fraud,
leads the DHCS to conclude that you may
have committed fraud or willful misrepre-
sentation against the Medi-Cal Program.”
Because it had sent a letter of finding

that the target laboratory company had
“routinely submitted false claims,” DHCS

was creating additional legal jeopardy for
the laboratory. There are numerous fed-
eral and state statutes that criminalize the
submission of false claims to a federal
health program. To avoid the potential of
criminal action against the laboratory
company and its executives individually,
it was important for the targeted labora-
tory to take immediate steps to challenge
the evidence and the legal process used by
DHCS to assert that false claims had been
submitted to the Medi-Cal program.

LabCorp Acknowledges
Medi-Cal Claims Audit

IN ITS THIRD QUARTER FINANCIAL STATEMENT,
Laboratory Corporation disclosed some

details about the Department of Health Care
Services audit of one of its laboratories in
the Golden State. LabCorp wrote that:

During the third quarter, the
Company responded to an audit from the
California Department of Health Care
Services (“DHCS”) of one of the
Company’s California laboratories for the
period of January 1, 2010 through June
30, 2010.

DHCS subsequently indicated that
this laboratory charged the Medi-Cal
program more than what was charged to
other payers for some lab services and
that this is inconsistent with DHCS’s cur-
rent interpretation of California regula-
tions. DHCS provided the Company with
a proposed agreement related to the
Company’s billing to the Medi-Cal pro-
gram, including a requirement that the
Company charge Medi-Cal the "lowest
price” it charges others for a particular
laboratory test.

The Company disagrees with DHCS’
contentions and interpretation of its reg-
ulations and believes that it has properly
charged the Medi-Cal program under all
applicable laws and regulations. The
Company is continuing to cooperate with
DHCS with respect to the audit.
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The fourth major issue linked to the
DHCS’s enforcement campaign is subjec-
tive and relates to the process of resolving
the issues raised in the DHCS letter.
Executives of the laboratory facing sus-
pension describe the series of events as
more like a “shake down” than due
process of law. That’s because, from the
first contact with DHCS after receiving
the letter announcing that DHCS was
withholding Medi-Cal payments, DHCS
officials made it clear to the lab executives
that the matter could be speedily resolved.

kFollow-Up To DHCS Letters
However, the department’s proffered reso-
lutionwould require the laboratory to agree
to terms that would place it at a competitive
disadvantage because other laboratories in
the state would continue to charge the
lower prices common in California. That
would not be true of the targeted laboratory
company. It would need to agree to extend
lab test prices that comply with 51501(a)
and remit the substantial sum of money
that DHCS had already determined to be
the amount of “Medi-Cal overcharges”
associated with its definition of the “false
claims” submitted by the laboratory.
This aspect of the Medi-Cal enforce-

ment action has not been disclosed to the
public until now by THE DARK REPORT.
Off the record, more than one laboratory
executive over the course of the summer
has told THE DARK REPORT that the
amount of settlement demanded by
DHCS was equal to or greater than one
year’s total reimbursement paid to that
laboratory by the Medi-Cal program.

kRestitution Amount
In conversations about these meetings with
their colleagues, laboratory executives who
traveled to Sacramento to negotiate a reso-
lution with DHCS officials said that the
strategy and approach of DCHS was com-
municated to them in a blunt and direct
manner. The message was along the lines of
“We’ve determined that your lab broke the

law on pricing.Here is the amount your lab-
oratory must pay in order to restore its
standing as a Medi-Cal provider.”
Information gathered by THE DARK

REPORT indicates that it would be reason-
able to describe many of these hearings,
meetings, or negotiations as hostile and
the outcome not in doubt, from the per-
spective of DHCS officials. Their view is
that labs broke the law. They have data
generated from the audits to support their
position that they have appropriately
identified the number and amount of false
claims involved in the case. Until the lab-
oratory pays the designated amount back
to Medi-Cal, state officals assert that it
should not expect to be restored to good
standing as a Medi-Cal provider.
This highly intimidating position

taken by state officials is probably a major
reason why, over the past six months, no
laboratory executives nor their attorneys
spoke out in a candid fashion about the
DHCS demand letters. Nor did they issue
a public statement of their confidence that
their labs have complied with the law and
that they have specific legal defenses with
which to respond to the DHCS payment
withhold and suspension letter.

kLabs Must Conduct Self-Audit
Since the latest enforcement campaign
launched by DHCS this fall involves
requiring clinical laboratories across the
state to conduct a self-audit, it remains to
be seen how the department may treat
those laboratories which identify Medi-
Cal claims that would violate 51501(a).
Moreover, since it is asking nearly

every laboratory in the state to conduct a
self-audit, DHCS may find itself over-
whelmed by the need to negotiate a reso-
lution should it rule that a large number
of laboratories are in violation of its inter-
pretation of 51501(a). Plus, DHCS has
already learned that withholding pay-
ments to just a handful of laboratories can
prove disruptive to labs, physicians, and
patients alike. TDR
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IT HAS YET TO OCCUR to many patholo-
gists and laboratory executives in
California that their state’s free-wheel-

ing, competitive market for laboratory
testing services is about to be transformed
in fundamental ways.
By all appearances, officials at

California’s Department of Health Care
Services (DHCS) are prepared to strictly
enforce their interpretation of California
Code of Regulations (CCR), Title 22, sec-
tion 51501(a). That’s the part of the state
code which says that the best price a
provider gives to another provider must
also be given to Medi-Cal.
Assume, for the moment, that DHCS

prevails in all legal challenges to its inter-
pretation of 51501. Lab executives believe
that, moving forward, strict adherence to
51501(a) will result in the Medi-Cal lab
test fee schedule turning into the de facto
“lowest price” that clinical laboratories
will offer to providers.
This will generate interesting conse-

quences. For most of the past two decades,
lab test prices in California have been
consistently lowest in the nation. The
direct beneficiaries of this have been

patients, physicians, and private payers, as
well as the Medi-Cal program itself.
Because of the intense competition for
market share among the state’s laboratory
companies, many lab clients pay much
less for lab testing than the existing Medi-
Cal fee schedule.
Thus, if DHCS does enforce 51501(a)

in a strict, consistent manner, laboratories
will probably decide to raise all their lab
test prices up to the “floor level” of the
Medi-Cal fee schedule. This means a sig-
nificant lab test price increase is in the
immediate future for providers in
California.
This will create new winners and los-

ers within the California healthcare sys-
tem. It is instructive to speculate on who
will be a winner and who will be a loser in
this new competitive market environ-
ment. Here are some informed guesses at
how things may play out in California.

California Medi-Cal Program:
If 51501(a) is enforced, many laboratory
executives tell THE DARK REPORT that their
laboratory will raise any discounted prices
to be equal to the Medi-Cal fee schedule.

Who Wins and Who Loses
With 51501 Enforcement
kOver many years, California’s health system
has benefited from the nation’s lowest lab prices

kkCEO SUMMARY: Assume that California’s Department of
Health Care Services (DHCS) wins all challenges to enforce-
ment of its interpretation of 51501(a). DHCS will get a one-time
cash infusion as it collects money from labs which violated the
state statute. But going forward, federally qualified health
centers, independent practice associations, private payers,
and patients will pay more—and the bill will likely exceed an
additional $100 million per year in higher lab test fees.
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That would indicate, at least in the near
term, that Medi-Cal will see little ongoing
benefit from its enforcement of 51501(a),
since it would continue to pay most lab test
claims at its current fee schedule.
Because of its audit program, Medi-Cal

will definitely be a winner because of all the
restitution money and penalties it may col-
lect from laboratories for past violations of
51501(a). But that is a one-time cash infu-
sion into the financially-strapped program.
Will California labs have an incentive

to discount below the Medi-Care fee
schedule, then charge Medi-Cal the same
lower fees to stay in compliance with
51501(a)? Few lab executives predict this
will happen on any significant scale. But
they don’t rule out that possibility.

Federally Qualified Health Centers
(FQHC):
Currently these medical clinics and care
centers—organized to serve uninsured
patients—benefit from the nation’s lowest
lab test prices. This group is predicted to
be losers, since California laboratories
must raise their deeply-discounted lab test
prices up to the level of the Medi-Cal fee
schedule.
FQHCs already recognize this threat

and are feeling the financial pinch of
higher laboratory test prices. This summer,
some of those labs audited by DHCS did
raise test prices to all clients, including a
few FQHCs, to comply with DHCS’ inter-
pretation of 51501(a).
There are 478 FQHC clinic sites in

California. These clinics serve 2.9 million
patients, so this is a significant segment of
the California healthcare system.
This first round of lab test price

increases was painful for the affected
FQHCs. In a letter circulated to some
California laboratories, the California
Primary Care Association (CPCA),
which represents FQHCs, writes that “if
discounting of laboratory services below
Medi-Cal rates is eliminated, CPCA esti

mates that the financial impact on FQHCs
will be between $40-$55 million annually.”

Independent Physician Associations
(IPA):
California’s IPAs play a major role in care
delivery. IPAs often contract globally for
laboratory testing services. As a competi-
tive sales strategy, lab companies have
freely discounted the IPA contract work
as a way to access the more lucrative fee-
for-service specimens.
There are 142 IPAs in the state and they

serve 4.6 million patients. Assume that half
of these patients are covered by a global lab
testing contract at a deep discount. Assume
the same cost increase factor as used by
CPCA. That projects that IPAs would pay
between $55 million and $64 million more
annually should their lab test fees be raised
to the level of the Medi-Cal fee schedule.
This negative financial consequence puts
IPAs in the category of loser.

Clinical Laboratory Companies:
California’s laboratory companies go into
the winner’s column. Once the state’s labs
have made restitution to DHCS for past
discount pricing sins and paid any penal-
ties, they will see increased cash flow as
they raise all discounted lab test prices up
to the same level as Medi-Cal fees.
As the higher lab test fee estimates for

FQHCs and IPAs indicate, California lab-
oratory companies will see an estimated
revenue increase of between $95 million
and $119 million annually just from these
two sources! And those higher fees will
flow into the state’s laboratories for years
into the future.

Private Practice Physicians,
Patients, and Private Payers:
California laboratories regularly extend
low lab test prices to these entities, who
are likely to be in the loser category
because laboratory companies will raise
fees to the level of theMedi-Cal lab test fee
schedule to comply with 51501(a). TDR
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FEARING THE POWER that regulators
have over the companies they regu-
late, it is no surprise that the usual lab

industry spokespeople have not stepped
into the public eye to speak out about how
the CaliforniaDepartment of Health Care
Services (DHCS) suddenly launched an
aggressive enforcement action based on its
interpretation of state code 51501(a). They
are wary of the wrath of bureaucrats who
prefer that the regulatory matter stay out of
the media spotlight.
But this is quiet acquiescence to a

bureaucracy that is suddenly challenging a
business practice that it has observed for
decades, yet never took the types of actions
that normally get the full attention—and
strict compliance—of the companies under
its regulation. So why now?
And why did DHCS design an

enforcement campaign that suddenly
drops a letter on the target laboratory
company, declaring it to be a lawbreaker
and notifying it that its Medi-Cal pay-
ments are immediately withheld and its
Medi-Cal license is being suspended? The
United States of America is a republic

where the rule of law provides order to
society, there is justice for all, and those
charged with a crime are considered inno-
cent until proven guilty.
It should not be overlooked that sub-

mitting false claims to a government
health program can trigger criminal
charges and criminal convictions.
Laboratory executives received letters
from DHCS where it was written that the
department “...conclude(s) that you may
have committed fraud or willful misrepre-
sentation against the Medi-Cal Program.”
This sobering statement represents seri-
ous jeopardy because the civil matter in
dispute could lead to criminal charges.

kPayments Were Withheld
As reported on these pages, DHCS’s deci-
sion to withhold Medi-Cal payments
without advance notice caused some labs
to lay off employees. It disrupted the serv-
ice relationships these labs had with
physicians and patients in California.
While singling out these labs for enforce-
ment, DHCS allowed other laboratories to
continue using the same lab test pricing

How Could So Many Labs
Violate California Law?
k51501(a) has been on the books for 40 years,
as has the practice of labs offering low prices

kkCEO SUMMARY: If a 40-year-old state law on Medi-Cal
pricing was known to regulators and clinical laboratories
alike, how did the legal and compliance departments of so
many laboratories—staffed by some of the smartest legal
minds in California and nationally—interpret the law in such a
different way as the state’s primary laboratory regulator?
After all, the civil and criminal penalties for submitting false
claims to government health programs can be crushing and
career-ending.
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practices, with no apparent regulatory
restriction or contemporary warning on
their marketing and business activities.
Further, as described on pages 5-6,

should DHCS prevail in enforcing its inter-
pretation of 51501(a), there is a high proba-
bility that the state’s poorest citizens—and
themedical clinics that serve them—will end
up paying higher prices for lab tests. The
California Primary Care Association
(CPCA) estimates that, just for FQHCs in
the state, the lab test cost increasewould top
out at $55 million per year. It would seem
these outcomes are at cross purposes with
the government’s goal of improving care
for California’s neediest residents.

kAsking The Larger Question
However, there is a larger question which
must be asked. If medical labs in California
are guilty of breaking the law by offering
low prices, then the state’s patients, physi-
cians, and medical laboratories in
California are owed an explanation. How
could so many laboratories engage in a
business practice—offering providers lower
prices than the Medi-Cal fee schedule—for
as long as 40 years if, as now insisted by
DHCS officials, these low laboratory prices
were in clear violation of 51501(a)?
Regulated companies have responsi-

bilities and legal obligations. The same is
true of the regulatory agencies that over-
see their activities. Thus, over the past 40
years, did the government agencies of the
State of California provide an accurate
interpretation of the law governing situa-
tions where provider prices were less than
the Medi-Cal fee schedule?
During this same time period, was the

government’s interpretation of 51501(a)
reinforced by high-profile enforcement
actions against laboratory companies or
other types of healthcare providers that it
judged in violation of 51501(a) by their
continuing use of low prices, while not
giving Medi-Cal those same lower prices?
Did California’s regulators issue

and/or update guidance on low pricing

practices that became common as the
healthcare marketplace evolved? The use
of capitated, full-risk managed care con-
tracts in the early 1990s is one example of
such a new development.

kPublic Record About 51501(a)
The public record of such statements, such
enforcement actions, and such advisory
opinions is what guides the compliance
programs that are required of every
provider participating in a government
health program. Some of the smartest
lawyers in California and across the United
States have studied the body of law and the
regulatory actions associated with 51501(a).
Over the past 40 years, as legal advisors

to California’s laboratory companies, their
interpretation of the law, based on relevant
court cases and the published commentary
by regulatory bodies on this section of state
law, have formed the basis of the compli-
ance policies that guide each laboratory
licensed by the Medi-Cal program.

kLab Test Pricing Policies
Thus, why did such a sizeable number of
well-established, respected laboratory com-
panies fail to extend to Medi-Cal the same
lower prices they were offering to IPAs,
physicians, patients, FQHCs, and payers for
periods extending back decades? The
answer to this question represents a strong
legal position for those laboratories cur-
rently in the cross hairs of DHCS, now that
the agency has determined that the low
pricing policies of the laboratory violated its
interpretation of 51501(a).
It is quite unusual for a regulatory

“mass non-compliance” event to occur in a
highly regulated industry. Moreover, with
hundreds of millions of dollars at stake, it is
not difficult to predict that the stakeholders
on both sides of this issue will not hesitate
to go toe-to-toe. However, because the gov-
ernment typically holds most of the high
cards in the deck, labs contesting DHCS’
interpretation and enforcement of 51501(a)
will face daunting odds. TDR
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IT WAS GRIM NEWS BACK IN JUNE AND JULY
for a handful of laboratories that
received compliance enforcement let-

ters from the California Department of
Health Care Services (DHCS). Upon
opening the letters, each lab learned that
DHCS was immediately withholding
Medi-Cal payments to the lab and that the
lab’s Medi-Care license would be sus-
pended within 15 days.
BecauseDHCS officials decline to com-

ment on this matter, no one knows the pre-
cise number of laboratory companies
which received these letters. It is known
that more than 10 labs, and possibly as
many as 30 labs, were sent these letters by
DHCS during the summer months.
Recently THE DARK REPORT was able to

speak with Byron J. Gross, who is an
attorney withHooper Lundy & Bookman
in Los Angeles. His firm represents sev-
eral of the laboratories that received
DHCS letters this summer and faced the
immediate withhold of their Medi-Cal
payments and a suspension of their lab’s
Medi-Cal license. Gross was willing to
discuss certain aspects of these cases.

“We represent five or six labs that got
these withhold and suspension letters”
stated Gross. “I know of other labs that also
were sent these letters by DHCS, so there
are at least 12 or 13 labs, maybe more, that
were targeted in this way by DHCS.
“To my knowledge, none of the cases

have been settled,” added Gross.
“Moreover, I don’t think DHCS followed
through and actually suspended the
Medi-Cal licenses of the laboratory com-
panies that received such a letter.

kLicenses Not Suspended
“The laboratories we represent got the
notices from DHCS, but the suspensions
were never put into effect,” he said.
“Payments to these labs were withheld for
a few weeks and the state is still holding
that money.
“We hear that the amounts withheld

range from $100,000 up to $1 million,
depending on how much Medi-Cal busi-
ness the lab does,” stated Gross. “One lab-
oratory company we represent does 50%
of its business with Medi-Cal. They really
suffered and had to lay off staff.

Calif. Officials Back Off
From Suspending Labs
kSettlement talks started last summer, but
Medi-Cal officials have left the issue unresolved

kkCEO SUMMARY: Early in the summer, California’s
Department of Health Care Services (DHCS) delivered letters
to between 10 and 30 laboratory companies notifying them
that, effective immediately, it was withholding their Medi-Cal
payments and was suspending each lab’s Medi-Cal license.
However, the intense reaction triggered by this unexpected
and unequal enforcement campaign apparently caused
DHCS to defer the ongoing withhold of Medi-Cal payments.
DHCS also has yet to suspend the licenses of these labs.
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“Although the department threatened
to suspend the labs from the Medi-Cal
program, when we met with the depart-
ment, they decided not to suspend any of
our lab clients,” he noted. “The depart-
ment did withhold money for a few weeks,
and the department is still holding some
money for a number of labs.”

kMedi-Cal Audits of Labs
Gross said that the letters sent by DHCS
last summer were in response to on-site
audits the department had conducted at
these laboratories in earlier months. “Last
year, the department did audits for the six
months of July 1, 2009, through
December 31, 2009,” he stated. “From
these audits, DHCS developed a number
it says is owed by each laboratory.
“DHCS asserts this number is an over-

payment, meaning the difference between
what Medi-Cal paid and the lowest price
that the lab charged other payers for the
same tests,” Gross explained.
“The department has released some of

the Medi-Cal money that it withheld from
these laboratories because of the alleged
overpayment,” he continued. “But DHCS
has not released all the funds pending set-
tlement agreements with the laboratories.
“Work on a draft settlement agreement

between these labs and DHCS is proceed-
ing, but has not been finalized,” commented
Gross. “I am not aware that any laboratory
has settled this matter with DHCS.”

kOne Lab May Have Settled
THE DARK REPORT believes at least one
laboratory did settle with DHCS this sum-
mer. This lab is said to have agreed to
repay the alleged overpayment amount to
DHCS, along with a penalty.
“Frankly, it’s crazy to call this fraud and

suspend labs when every laboratory in the
state has offered clients the same range of
competitive prices for years,” declared
Gross. “In our first meetings with the
department, we explained that they can’t
just pick these 12 labs and withhold funds

and suspend them when all other labs—
especially the biggest lab companies in the
state—are doing this. If you suspend these
12 labs, other labs will simply offer lower
prices, and take over the business.”
“For DHCS to take this action is unex-

pected,” Gross said. “This has never been
something that they enforced, except in a
couple of isolated incidents. We do not
think it’s legal for them to do so.
“In the past, the department has taken

the position that state law requires labora-
tories to giveMedi-Cal the lowest rate,” he
added. “However, over the years, several
different lawsuits were filed on this issue
and the results were mixed.

kQui Tam Case Clouds Issue
“As we all know, in California, there is a
qui tam [whistleblower] false claims
action pending against a number of labs
for this specific pricing principle,” Gross
explained. “While the qui tam case is
being litigated, no laboratory in California
has changed its pricing practices.
“Among the defendants in the qui tam

lawsuit are the nation’s two largest labora-
tory companies,” added Gross. “Both
Quest Diagnostics Incorporated and
Laboratory Corporation of America are
fighting this issue and continuing to offer
lower rates than they offer to Medi-Cal.
“No one understands why the DHCS

suddenly decided that labs haven’t
changed their billing practices, and so it
was necessary for them to do these audits,
then withhold funds and threaten to sus-
pend these labs as providers to the Medi-
Cal program.”
For a state agency that was in a hurry

last summer to immediately “shut down”
or exclude a handful of laboratories from
the Medi-Cal program—apparently to
send a message to the rest of the labora-
tory industry—progress on the settlement
agreements has been slow.
“Since we worked on a draft settle-

ment agreement during the summer
months, we haven’t heard anything offi-
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cial from the state and the state has not
pressured us to settle,” Gross explained.
“We thought that if we pushed back on
certain issues and tried to work out a set-
tlement, state officials would respond
with guideline language about what is
okay and what isn’t okay.

kAwaiting DHCS Guidelines
“However, because legal action in the qui
tam lawsuit is ongoing and there are bil-
lions of dollars at stake, it may be that
DHCS has been stymied by the California
Attorney General (AG) who is prosecuting
the case,” postulated Gross. “It could be the
AG does not want DHCS to set any specific
guidelines until this qui tam suit is finished.
“Clarification and guidelines on inter-

pretation of California statues is much
needed,” noted Gross. “For example, one
issue we want clarified for medical labora-
tories in California involves pricing for
the federal qualified health centers
(FQHC) that provide care to the poor.
“The goal of these centers is to cover

as many people as possible,” he contin-
ued. “Many labs have agreements with
these centers to charge them less for lab
tests than they charge other payers.

kFQHCs Are Concerned
“We have pushed back on this point and
so has the California Primary Care
Association (CPCA), which fears that its
members will see the cost of laboratory
testing increase,” said Gross. “This exam-
ple shows that there are situations where
the lower prices offered by clinical labora-
tories are consistent with government
health policy and legislative intent.”
In fact, the CPCA believes its member

FHQCs do meet certain safe harbors and
the lab test price provided to these clinics
are protected arrangements. It is actively
lobbying all stakeholders with the goal of
maintaining legal access to lower labora-
tory test prices.
Because the Department of Health

Care Services did decide to forestall with-

holding Medi-Cal payments and sus-
pended the licenses of those laboratories it
had audited, that is an indication that a
number of important legal issues involv-
ing low prices for laboratory tests are
being contested. TDR

Contact Byron J. Gross at bgross@
health-law.com or 310-551-8125.

—By Joe Burns

Attorney for Targeted Labs
Lays Out the Issue of FQHCs

ONE GROUP OF LABORATORY CLIENTS in
California that is widely recognized to

get low-priced laboratory test prices are
medical groups that operate as Federally
Qualified Health Centers (FQHC). These
health centers are eligible for Federal
Section 330 grants and provide care to
individuals without health benefits, or who
lack access to quality healthcare.

“Low lab test pricing that is extended by
California labs to FQHCs is an important ele-
ment in this case,” stated attorney Byron J.
Gross of Hooper Lundy & Bookman. “It is our
opinion that the California state Business and
Profession’s Code Section 667 specifically
allows for discounts to uninsured patients.

“This means labs could charge low rates
to Federally Qualified Health Centers,” he
said. “Similarly, these lab test discounts
would be allowed under most agreements
with physicians because, in many cases, the
lab offers these discounts to benefit the
uninsured treated by that client physician.

“While the regulations say that Medi-Cal
can’t pay more for comparable care under
comparable circumstances, we would argue
that an agreement with a FQHC is not a com-
parable circumstance,” emphasized Gross.
“In most cases, low rates are for uninsured
patients and we believe that it is the legisla-
ture’s intent that these patients be given a
discount. But state officials have been stub-
born and claim that low price agreements
with other payers do not override the way
they interpret the regulations.”
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Did Qui Tam Suit Trigger
Medi-Cal Price Concerns?
kUnsealing of whistleblower lawsuit in 2009
gave Medi-Cal officials a roadmap for lab audits

kkCEO SUMMARY: It is easy to track backwards to understand
why the California Department of Healthcare Services (DHCS)
began aggressive enforcement of its interpretation of statute
51501(a) against a number of labs this summer. DHCS officials
were given a full education and a roadmap for action when, in
April, 2009, thewhistleblower lawsuit that accused seven lab com-
panies of violating 51501(a) was unsealed and joined by Attorney
General Jerry Brown. It appears that, informed by facts in this law-
suit, DHCS then decided to vigorously pursue the low price issue.

IT’S BEEN 21 MONTHS since California
Attorney General Edmund G. Brown Jr.,
joined a whistleblower lawsuit filed

against seven private laboratories to recover
hundreds of millions of dollars in what
Brown charged were illegal overcharges to
the state Medi-Cal program for the poor.
At the time, Brown was joining a qui

tam lawsuit filed under seal in 2005 by
Hunter Laboratories, LLC, and Chris
Riedel. The legal action alleges violations
of the state’s False Claims Act and was
filed in San Mateo Superior Court. The
suit charged that seven labs (including
Laboratory Corporation of America,
Quest Diagnostics Incorporated,
Westcliff Laboratories, and four other
labs based in California) had overcharged
the Medi-Cal program since 1995. (See
TDR, April 9, 2009.)
The basis of the whistleblower lawsuit is

California Code of Regulations (CCR), Title
22, section 51501(a). Plaintiffs charged that
the nameddefendants violated 51501(a) and
said, “False claims result when providers
submit claims to Medi-Cal at prices higher
than what other providers were charged.

TheMedi-Cal program is entitled to restitu-
tion of the false claim payments.”
THE DARK REPORT believes that it is the

public unsealing of this lawsuit last April
that directly led to the unprecedented
enforcement campaign against low lab
prices that was instituted this summer by
the California Department of Health
Care Services (DHCS). The state Medi-
Cal agency’s enforcement campaign is
based on its interpretation of 51501(a).
This statute, which essentially tells a

provider that it cannot bill Medi-Cal at a
higher price than it charges another
provider, is familiar tomost laboratory exec-
utives. Further, over the past 20 years,DHCS
officials have regularly stated their interpre-
tation of this statute. Butwhat the agency has
failed to do during these same two decades is
to take significant enforcement action
against one or more clinical laboratories or
other providers it views as having violated
the pricing requirements of 51501(a).
Similarly, over the past two decades, as

new pricing dynamics emerged in the
healthcare marketplace, state officials have
not regularly issued specific guidance on
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how to comply with 51501(a). For example,
is 51501(a) violated if a capitated, full risk
managed care or IPA contract was priced
by a lab, a hospital, or a physician’s office at
a price that is less, on a fee-for-service basis,
than what is billed toMedi-Cal?
Lacking ongoing regulatory enforce-

ment action and updated guidance on sit-
uations like this, laboratory companies in
California have continued the practice of
low prices and deeply-discounted pricing
into the present day. In legal challenges to
its current enforcement actions against
laboratories, DHCS will have to defend its
current enforcement policy in the face of
years of its perceived quiet acceptance of
this market status quo.
THE DARK REPORT believes it was the

public unsealing of the whistleblower law-
suit in April 2009 that motivated the
Department of Health Care Services to
mount its major enforcement campaign
of 51501(a) this summer. That lawsuit lays
out the massive scale of price discounting
for laboratory tests that has been common
for the past 20 years.

kWhistleblower Lawsuit
As alleged in the qui tam lawsuit, the seven
California laboratories regularly offered
other providers laboratory test pricing that
was significantly below the price these same
labs charged the Medi-Cal program. In the
unsealed and redacted lawsuit against
LabCorp, the plaintiffs claim that Labcorp
owes Medi-Cal a total of $72 million in
overcharges, based on violations of
51501(a) that accrued over the past 14
years. During this time, the lawsuit says
Medi-Cal paid Labcorp over $104 million.
In the case of Quest Diagnostics,

plaintiffs say that the 14-year total of
Medi-Cal payments was $726 million and
overcharges associated with 51501(a) vio-
lations by Quest total $509 million.
These numbers reveal the extent to

which the two national laboratories were
willing to deeply discount lab test prices to
favored providers, relative to the prices

paid by Medi-Cal. Lab executives often
complain that Med-Cal reimbursement for
certain lab tests is below the cost of per-
forming the test. The numbers provided in
the whistleblower lawsuit give a different
perspective on the pricing practices of the
nation’s largest lab companies.

kEyes Are Opened At DHCS
Further, one can now understand the
reaction of DHCS officials to the details
contained in this lawsuit. For bureaucrats
at the cash-strapped Medi-Cal program,
disclosure of overcharge amounts such as
these must have been a true revelation.
Can it be a coincidence then, that

Medi-Cal auditors began to show up at
clinical laboratories in California in the
months following the unsealing of the qui
tam lawsuit? Next, having completed
audits that revealed how, in the normal
course of business, these laboratories were
charging some providers less than they
charged Medi-Cal, it would be expected
that DHCS was now confronted with the
dilemma of how to enforce their interpre-
tation of 51501(a).
This is where DHCS found itself in a

paradox of its own making. DHCS may be
on the public record about its interpretation
of 51501(a). But it had no history of ongoing
enforcement of 51501(a), particularly as it
applied to low-priced laboratory tests. Nor
did DHCS have the benefit of having pub-
licly provided detailed guidance, in prior
years, on certain low price arrangements it
may have determined violated its interpre-
tation of 51501(a). (See sidebar on page 18.)
Therefore, both DHCS and California’s

clinical laboratories have reasons to be
unhappy over the current situation
involving low prices for laboratory tests as
it relates to 51501(a). Each side comes to
the table with a legal position that
squarely opposes the other. How these
events turn out is anyone’s guess.
However, it is likely that, going forward,
DHCS intends to be diligent in enforcing
its interpretation of 51501(a). TDR
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It’s Tough For Providers to Comply With A Law
If Government Fails to Provide Adequate Guidance

MANY LABORATORY EXECUTIVES in California
will tell anyone who asks that the low

prices that their labs offer to some providers
do not violate any state laws. They offer at
least three reasons to support this view.

First, several court cases were litigated
in past years over laboratory test pricing.
No rulings or decisions resulted that chal-
lenged the market pricing practices that
were common in California during the past
two decades. This gave confidence to the
wider lab testing industry to continue with
the low pricing strategies that were in
widespread use. As a point of interest,
some laboratory executives do acknowl-
edge that other sections of federal and
state law were at issue and 51501(a) often
did not come into question in these partic-
ular court actions.

The second fact that supports the pop-
ular wisdom is that there are limited exam-
ples of California’s Department of
Healthcare Services (DHCS) taking enforce-
ment action against clinical laboratories for
practices that the state agency considered
in violation of its interpretation of 51501(a).

If there is a third reason, it is the “every
other laboratory is doing it” argument.
Again, the support for this statement comes
because laboratories have seen no consis-
tent enforcement action taken against one
or more laboratories that offer low prices to
clients, but bills Medi-Cal at a higher price.

Section 51501(a) basically says that a
provider must give Medi-Cal the lowest
price that it charges other providers. Over
the past two decades, DHCS has com-
mented publicly that it interprets this
statute to mean that a medical laboratory
should not charge Medi-Cal a higher price
for a test that it sells to another provider at
a lower price. For their part, most patholo-
gists and clinical laboratory managers in

California are knowledgeable with the lan-
guage of 51501(a).

However, in California during the past 20
years, state regulatory agencies—including
DHCS—did not issue specific and clear
guidance on different lab test pricing prac-
tices that evolved in response to healthcare
market trends since 1990. The courts were
little help either, since, as noted earlier, sev-
eral lawsuits over low lab test pricing pro-
duced mixed guidance when it comes
specifically to 51501(a) and how it should
be interpreted.

kPainted Into A Corner?
One could thus say that California’s
Department of Health Care Services has
painted itself into a corner concerning
51501(a). The agency has had 20 years or
more of opportunities to educate laborato-
ries on the specifics of compliance with
51501(a), but it did not do that adequately.

Now, in 2010, DHCS wants to enforce
its interpretation of the 51501(a) statute.
But DHCS is finding that its enforcement
efforts are causing turmoil in the competi-
tive healthcare marketplace.

Of equal significance, in the face of
opposition from the handful of laboratory
companies it singled out for audits and
an unannounced enforcement of its inter-
pretation of 51501(a) this summer, the
agency has not proceeded to implement full
withholding of Medi-Cal payments nor
proceeded with its announced suspension
of the Medi-Cal licenses of these medical
laboratories.

This pull-back can be interpreted as a
sign that DHCS, after assessing the legal
position put forth by the labs targeted for
enforcement, recognizes that it may not pre-
vail on all important points were some labs to
decide to litigate the matter in state court.
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That’s all the insider intelligence for this report.
Look for the next briefing on Monday, January 17, 2011.

kkINTELLIGENCE
LATE & LATENT

Items too late to print,

too early to report

As the year ends, a bit
of humor is in order
and the recent dust-up

involving Michael Moore’s
healthcare documentary,
titled “Sicko,” and a State
Department cable posted on
wikileaks.com may be just the
item. About a week ago, The
Guardian newspaper in
Manchester, England, reported
that a State Department cable
posted on wikileaks.com had
contained information that
“Cuba banned Michael
Moore’s 2007 documentary,
Sicko, because it painted such
a ‘mythically’ favourable pic-
ture of Cuba’s healthcare sys-
tem that the authorities
feared it could lead to a ‘pop-
ular backlash,’ according to
U.S. diplomats in Havana.” In
Moore’s film, the Cuban
health system was presented
as a high-quality universal
healthcare system accessible
by all Cubans.

kk

MORE ON: Sicko
The Guardian next quoted
the cable as saying Castro’s
government banned showing
the film in Cuba because it
“knows the film is a myth and

does not want to risk a popu-
lar backlash by showing to
Cubans facilities that are
clearly not available to the
vast majority of them.”
Apparently Moore visited
Cuba’s best hospital, which
had been newly renovated.
The Guardian wrote that “the
only way a Cuban can get
access to the hospital is
through a bribe or contacts
inside the hospital adminis-
tration.” For his part, Moore
was able to get The Guardian
to pull the story down from
its website and replace it with
this statement: “The story
relating to this headline has
been removed following the
completion of an investiga-
tion into a complaint from
Michael Moore—please see
correction.”

kk

TRANSITIONS
• Rodney Forsman of Mayo
Medical Laboratories in
Rochester, Minnesota, will
retire on January 31, 2010.
Forsman is an Administrative
Director andAssistantProfessor
of Laboratory Medicine and
Pathology and is wrapping up
a career at Mayo that spans
four decades.

• At Pathology Associates
Medical Laboratories,
LLC (PAML), in Spokane,
Washington, Thomas O.
Tiffany, Ph.D., DABCC,
FACB, has announced that
he will retire at the end of
2011. Tiffany joined PAML as
its General Manager in 1987.
After training at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, Tiffany
held scientific and executive
positions at several in vitro
diagnostic manufacturers.
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